Firemaster® Omega
DESCRIPTION
An inseam glove offering a wealth of design features.
Incorporating advanced materials but ensuring that it is user
friendly and exceptionally wearable to carry out all routine rescue
operations.
FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
Amara synthetic leather palm providing great levels of grip and
comfort
Multiple Armotex palm patches to provide tough anti-cutting and
anti-abrasion protection
4 way stretch fabric in red on back of hand for fit and comfort
Articulated padded knuckle pads to enhance the durability and
protect the hand and knuckle against bumps and bruises
Reinforced fingertips greatly weaken the impact of pinches
Curved fingers for added dexterity and reduced hand fatigue
Wristlet cuff providing protection from ingress of debris
Fully lined with cut and sew Kevlar glass-fibre lining providing the
user with full hand protection from cuts.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PALM: Amara
PATCHES: Armotex
BACK: 4-way stretch fabric
CUFF: Nylon
LINING: Kevlar blend
THREAD: Kevlar

 Certified to EN388:2003, Gloves offering protection from
Mechanical Risks.

SIZE AVAILABILITY
2XS/6, XS/7, S/8, M/9, L/10, XL/11, 2XL/12, 3XL/13
+ Bespoke

 Multi layered palm area to protect against a multitude of
hazards

 Dexterous enough to perform all tasks during wear
 Secure cuff area preventing ingress of debris and detritus

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

Fire & Rescue Services, Oil & Gas exploration, Lumbering, Mining,
Automotive, Construction, Rigging, Heavy duty industry,


Machine washable
Over 165 years of glove manufacturing heritage

 Sizes : 8 standard sizes plus bespoke upon request

Firemaster® is a registered trademark of Southcombe Brothers Ltd. KEVLAR®, is a registered trademark of Dupont.
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GLOVE CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Gloves that are deemed non-repairable are to be disposed of when
damaged. Gloves do not require the use of specialist solvent-based
products for cleaning or maintenance and these should not be used
under any circumstances. The design and materials used ensure that
the user can maintain the gloves in hygienic condition.
For best results follow this procedure:
 Machine wash at 40 degrees centigrade
 Hang to dry away from direct sunlight or heat.
 Wash gloves before they become too soiled.
 Gloves may be washed with articles of a similar colour provided
the above instructions are followed.
 Gloves may be wash up to 5 times without impacting performance
levels indicated
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